Background: The goal of most programs developed to find transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) is the identification of discrete sequence motifs that are significantly over-represented in a given set of sequences where a transcription factor (TF) is expected to bind. These programs assume that the nucleotide conservation of a specific motif is indicative of a selective pressure required for the recognition of a TF for its corresponding TFBS. Despite their extensive use, the accuracies reached with these programs remain low. In many cases, true TFBSs are excluded from the identification process, especially when they correspond to low-affinity but important binding sites of regulatory systems.
Background
Gene regulation is a key feature of all organisms in response to intracellular and environmental changes. Bacterial gene regulation primarily occurs at the beginning of transcription by transcription factors (TFs) that recognize specific regions near promoter sequences and results in the activation or repression of the transcription of the nearby genes. The number of TFs in prokaryote genomes typically scales as the square of the total number of their genes [1] . For example, for the model organism Escherichia coli, with 4,405 genes, approximately 8 % of these genes have been estimated to code for predicted or known TFs [2] , of which 35 % correspond to activators and 43 % to repressors, while 22 % have dual activities [3] .
The in silico identification of transcription factorbinding sites (TFBSs) is a key issue for many molecular biology studies aimed at characterizing regulatory elements in genome sequences. These analyses have been performed by considering either different co-regulated genes in one genome [4] or a set of upstream regions of orthologous genes in closely related genomes, a procedure known as phylogenetic footprinting analysis [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In any case, it is assumed that the nucleotide conservation of a specific region in the set of sequences is indicative of a selective pressure required for the recognition of TFs for their corresponding TFBSs. Based on this principle, the goal of many programs that have been developed to find TFBSs has been the identification of discrete sequence motifs that are significantly over-represented in a given set of sequences where a TF is expected to bind. These motifs are considered to be part of the TFBSs and are commonly represented as position-specific scoring matrices (PSSMs). TFBSs and their corresponding PSSMs have been compiled in a number of different databases, such as RegulonDB [9] , EcoCyc [10] , RegPrecise [11] , Prodoric [12] and Tractor_DB [13] . To evaluate the significance of these TFBS predictions, different approaches have been developed based on theoretical models, such as log-odds, entropy-weighted values [14] or the combination of theoretical and empirical score distributions [15] . Despite their extensive use, the accuracies reached with these programs remain low. In many cases, the true TFBSs are excluded from the identification process or are imprecisely identified, especially when they correspond to low-affinity but important binding sites of the regulatory systems. In other words, the significance of a motif given its overrepresentation in a set of sequences of co-regulated genes is not necessarily the best way to identify the set of TFBSs for a given regulon.
Herein, we present a new computational protocol, termed Phylogenetic Profile of Consensus Motifs (PProCoM), which is based on the construction of profiles obtained from a set of consensus motifs of canonical phylogenetic footprinting techniques, using analysis windows of different incremental sizes. This profile of motifs was further examined considering the fundamental aspects of the TF-DNA binding process, such as: i) the active homodimeric conformations of some TFs impose symmetric structures on the DNA binding sites (these symmetric DNA sites can be classified as directed repeat (DR) or inverted repeat (IR) sequences); ii) the possibility of the TFs binding cooperatively in adjacent low-affinity sites (these low-affinity sites are commonly not included in the reported TFBS; see Fig. 1a and b) ; iii) the effects of the presence or absence of low-molecular weight effectors, known as co-inducers; iv) the incorrect assignment of very long spurious motifs due to the proximity of two or more TFBSs or the proximity of one TFBS to a promoter sequence (see Fig. 1c and d) ; v) the improper inclusion of AT-rich sequences in the reported motifs not recognized by the TF but that are over-represented because they provide the DNA flexibility required for TF binding (see Fig. 1a to d); and vi) the dynamic order in which the different binding events take place to determine the appropriate regulatory response (i.e., activation or repression) of the system.
To evaluate the performance of our protocol, we analyzed the regulatory system of six members of the LysR-type transcriptional regulator family in Gammaproteobacteria. This family represents one of the most important families of TFs in bacteria with poorly conserved TFBSs. The members of this family have three domains: the N-terminal domain, which contains a helix-turn-helix motif for DNA binding; a central domain involved in coinducer recognition; and a C-terminal domain required for both DNA binding and co-inducer response [16] . For most of the cases in our study, we identified TFBSs with different sequence-conservations and, thus, different affinity strengths. In our study, we found that all identified TFBSs were biologically meaningful and allowed us to propose precise dynamic regulatory models.
Results
To assess the performance of our protocol, we performed in silico identifications of the binding sites of TFs of six regulatory systems that are members of the LysR-type family in Gammaproteobacteria, with target genes (TGs) commonly transcribed in divergent orientations. For comparative purposes, we divided these systems into three different groups in accordance with the regulatory activity of the TF on its TG and the position of the TFBSs with respect to the promoter sequences of the regulated genes.
Group one: GcvA and MetR
The group one is composed of two regulatory systems with the TFs GcvA and MetR. In the intergenic sequences of these regulatory systems, our PProCoM analysis identified two TFBSs (IR1 and IR2, Figs. 2 and 3 ).
The genes coding for the TFs and TGs are transcribed in opposite directions. The transcriptional activation of the TG occurs when one dimer of the TF binds to a TFBS located adjacent the -35 box of the TG promoter and interacts with the RNA polymerase (RNAP; IR2 of Figs. 2 and 3) . Simultaneously, the self-repression of the TF occurs when it binds to a TFBS that overlaps its own promoter located on the opposite strand of the DNA (IR1 of Figs. 2 and 3 ).
The GcvA regulatory system
GcvA, Glycine Cleavage A, is a TF that regulates the transcription of genes involved in the serine-glycine pathway of E. coli [17, 18] . This regulator is encoded by the divergent operon gcvA-gcvB from overlapping promoters and has a common regulatory mechanism. In the presence of glycine, GcvA is negatively auto-regulated and coordinately increases the transcription of the gcvB divergent gene coding for a small RNA [19] by direct interaction with α and β RNAP [20] . Additionally, GcvA regulates the transcription of the gcvTHP operon [18] .
Using DNase I footprint analysis, Wilson et al. reported that in E. coli, GcvA protects a large 48-bp sequence in the intergenic region of gcvA-gcvB and two other sequences 35 and 57 bp upstream the gcvTHP operon [18] . Alignment of these sequences revealed a conserved 5′-CTAAT-3′ motif, which was subsequently determined by site-directed mutagenesis to be important for GcvA binding and the negative regulation of the gcvTHP and gcvA transcription units [18, 21, 22] . In general, the GcvA-binding sites do not present a clear sequence conservation, except for a short 5′-CTAAT-3′ motif. Additionally, the protected regions of GcvA contain the IR sequence, 5′-ATTA-n 7 -TAAT-3′ [18] , which is coincident with the GcvA-binding site reported in the RegPrecise database [11] .
Our PProCoM analysis of the gcvB-gcvA intergenic region identified the presence of two 15-bp IR sequences (5′-ATTAG-n 5 -CTAAT-3′, see Fig. 2 ). These IR sequences include the previously mentioned motifs reported by Wilson et al., 5′-CTAAT-3′ and 5′-ATTA-n 7 -TAAT-3′ [18] . Considering the E. coli gcvA-gcvB intergenic region, the central positions of the predicted IR1 and IR2 motifs are located -65 and -43 bp from the gcvB transcription start site (TSS), respectively (see Fig. 2 ). It is important to remark that the sequences shown in this figure are not the result of a standard sequence alignment but are obtained from the relative location of conserved motifs of different sizes to the E. coli gcvB-gcvA regulatory region (see the Methods section).
The MetR regulatory system
MetR is a TF that regulates the expression of genes involved in methionine biosynthesis and protection against a) b) c) d) Fig. 1 Common types of incorrectly identified regulatory motifs in phylogenetic footprinting analyses that do not correspond to real TFBSs of the LysR-type family in Gammaproteobacteria. The TFs belonging to the LysR-type family in Gammaproteobacteria are commonly transcribed in a divergent orientation with respect to their TGs. In the intergenic region of the TF-TG, there are two to three IRs, represented by purple (IR1), green (IR2) and red (IR3) boxes. The -35 and -10 boxes of the TG are represented by cream rectangles. The question marks represent motif regions that are not commonly identified, while the exclamation marks represent DNA regions that are not part of the regulatory motif but were identified as such. Due to the molecular bases of the regulatory systems, each TFBS was recognized with different affinities by their corresponding TF. Therefore, their sequence conservation varies, wherein IR1 is the most conserved sequence and IR2 is the least conserved sequence. Additionally, the sequence conservation within an IR sequence also presents important differences. Colored spaces within the boxes represent nucleotides of the motif that are more conserved, while white spaces represent poorly conserved nucleotides. Additionally, nucleotide conservation levels of the motifs are represented with plus signs (+), with +++ (three plus signs) indicating DNA regions with the most conserved nucleotides and + (one plus sign) indicating less conserved DNA regions. In each example, the name of the TF of the regulatory system and its corresponding references are indicated. a Only IR1, the most conserved of the IRs, is identified. b Only the most conserved parts of IR1 and IR3 are identified. c A large DNA region including IR1, the most conserved part of the IR2 and IR3 are identified. Additionally, the DNA regions between IR1 and IR2 that are not recognized by the TF are also incorrectly included. d A contiguous long DNA region, including the contiguous IR1 and IR2 sequences and the sequence between them, are reported as the TF-binding sequence nitric oxide [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . The transcriptional activity of MetR is modulated by homocysteine, the metabolic precursor of methionine. In the presence of homocysteine, MetR activates the transcription of some genes, such as metE and glyA, and represses the transcription of a few others, such as metH, metA, and hmp, along with its own transcription [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] .
In E. coli and Salmonella typhimurium, the metE and metR genes are divergently transcribed from overlapping promoters; thus, they share a common regulatory region [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . DNase I footprint and mutational analyses in S. typhimurium showed that MetR binds to two IR sequences arranged in tandem with different affinities to consensus sequence 5′-TGAAnnTnnTTCA-3′ [29] . In E. coli, two binding sites with the same characteristics have been reported in the regulatory region of the divergently transcribed hmp-glyA genes regulated by MetR, [30, 31] . The presence of homocysteine has been postulated to enhance the affinity of MetR to these contiguous DNA-binding sites to activate metE and repress metR transcription [29] . To date, no experimental evidence supports the existence of two MetR-binding sites on the Fig. 2 PProCoM analysis of the gcvA-gcvB intergenic regions in Gammaproteobacteria. a Profile of multiple consensus sequences of increasing length positioned relative to the E. coli K12 gcvA-gcvB intergenic region. In the left column, separated by a pipe, the window width used in each MEME analysis, the E-value obtained for each motif and the number of organisms presenting the identified motif (out of 150 Gammaproteobacteria used in our analysis) are indicated. The last of these consensus sequences is indicated as dm and corresponds to the default motif without forcing the size of the analysis window (see the Methods section). The consensus motifs of the IR sequences (IR1 and IR2) are displayed at the top of the figure and are represented with inverted black arrows. b TFBSs with experimental reported evidence, with references cited on the left side of the figure. c Each one of the identified motifs was mapped into the E. coli K12 gcvA-gcvB intergenic region and was used as a reference. Black arrows indicate TSSs that had been previously identified or proposed in our study. The -35 and -10 promoter boxes are indicated with yellow boxes. TSSs and -35 and -10 promoter boxes are indicated with solid lines if these elements had been previously reported and with dashed lines if these elements were identified based on our PProCoM analysis. The center positions of the IR motifs related to the beginnings of transcription of the genes coding for the TF or TG are indicated. The nucleotides of the E. coli IR1 sequence, matching the consensus, are underlined with red lines. d A LOGO corresponding to a representative consensus was selected from the profile of a consensus of the section (marked with a red asterisk) and is shown. This LOGO includes all of the regulatory motifs of the intergenic region of study E. coli metR-metE intergenic region. Nevertheless, based on our PProCoM analysis, we identified two 15-bp IR sequences with consensus sequence 5′-ATGAA-n 5 -TTCAT-3′, which is the reported size of the TFBSs of the LysR-type TF family [16] . Based on the E. coli reference sequence, we localized the distal and more conserved IR1 site -63 bp from the metE TSS, while the proximal and less conserved site, IR2, was located -41 bp from the TSS of metE (Fig. 3 ). These central locations are among the preferred positions of the transcriptional activators in E. coli [32, 33] . As shown in Fig. 3 , the E. coli IR1-IR2 inter-motifs sequence is one base shorter than the IR1-IR2 inter-motifs sequence of the overall PProCoM motif alignment (see Fig. 3 , sloped-dotted lines). The effect, if any, of this one missing base in the E. coli metR-metE inter-motifs space on the system regulation is not clear. Nevertheless, longer variations in the inter-motifs space, such as 6 bases (half-helix turn), have been demonstrated to have a negative effect on S. typhimurium metE transcription [34] . Additionally, point mutations in any of the two proposed TFBSs have also been reported to decrease the metE transcription, indicating that both TFBSs are required for full metE activation [29] . The 15-bp consensus sequence obtained from our PProCoM analysis was coincident with that reported for MetR in the RegPrecise database, i.e., 5′-ATGAAAATTTTTCAT-3′ [11] .
Group two: OxyR, IlvY and CynR
Group two is composed of three regulatory systems with the TFs OxyR, IlvY and CynR. Our PProCoM analyses of these regulatory systems identified three TFBSs in their . A remarkable characteristic of this group is that this third TFBS (IR3, used for TG repression) partially overlaps the second TFBS (IR2, used for TG activation) in such a way that the binding of the TF to one of these two mutually exclusive sites determines the transcriptional regulatory activity (i.e., activation or repression) on the TF over the TG.
The OxyR regulatory system
OxyR is a TF that regulates the expression of genes involved in oxidative stress protection, redox balance, and manganese uptake [35] [36] [37] [38] . The transcriptional activity of OxyR depends on its oxidized state, which determines the reversible disulfide bond formation of a pair of cysteine residues in its amino acid sequence [39] . In its oxidized state, OxyR activates the transcription of the divergent small RNA gene oxyS. Additionally, OxyR represses its own expression under oxidizing and reducing conditions [40] .
Based on DNase I footprint analyses, Tartaglia et al. showed that OxyR binds to an unusually long DNA region that spans over 45 bp, with putative OxyR-binding sites with no obvious sequence similarity [41] . Using an in vitro binding assay of OxyR to random oligonucleotides and DNase I footprint analyses, Toledano et al. showed that the DNA recognition of OxyR depends on its oxidized/reduced states. In its oxidized form, OxyR recognizes a DNA region that includes four repetitions of the 5′-ATAGnt-3′ sequences located in four contiguous major grooves on one face of the DNA helix. In its reduced form, OxyR binds two repetitions of the 5′-ATAGnt-3′ sequences located at two pairs of major grooves separated by one helical turn [40] .
Our PProCoM analysis of the oxyR-oxyS intergenic region identified the presence of three 15-bp IR sequences (5′-ATAG-n 7 -CTAT-3′). Considering the E. coli oxyR-oxyS intergenic region, the central positions of the predicted IR1, IR2 and IR3 motifs are located -66, -44 and -35 bp from the oxyS TSS, respectively (see Fig. 4 ).
The IlvY regulatory system
IlvY positively regulates the transcription of ilvC, a gene involved in isoleucine and valine biosynthesis. The transcriptional activation of ilvC by IlvY depends on the presence of an IlvY inducer, such as acetolactate or acetohydroxybutyrate. At the same time, IlvY negatively regulates its own transcription in an inducer-independent manner [42, 43] .
The ilvY and ilvC genes are divergently transcribed from overlapping promoters. Using DNase I footprint analyses, Wek and Hatfield proposed that IlvY binds to two 27-bp operator sequences, named O1 and O2, in the ilvY-ilvC intergenic region [43] . These regions are arranged in tandem and possess imperfect 21-bp inverted repeat motifs: O1, 5′-ACgTTGCAAaaaTTGCAAtGT-3′ (centered at position +17 relative to the ilvY TSS), and O2, 5′-aTATatCaatttccGcaATAa-3′ (which overlaps the proposed -10 and -35 promoter boxes of ilvY and the -35 promoter box of ilvC). The consensus IlvY-binding motif common to the O1 and O2 operators is 5′-A[C/T]ATTGCAA-3′ [43] . These authors proposed that IlvY represses its own transcription in an inducerindependent manner when IlvY binds to O1 and activates transcription of ilvC when IlvY binds to the O1 and O2 operators in a cooperative dependent manner in the presence of the system inducers. In this condition, the transcriptional activation of ilvC was proposed to result from IlvY-RNAP interactions when IlvY was bound to O2 or by a change in the DNA conformation at the ilvC -35 promoter box. Following this reasoning, Rhee et al. proposed that the transcription of the divergent genes ilvY and ilvC is coupled in a DNA supercoiling-dependent manner that increases the binding of the RNAP at this promoter by nearly 100-fold [42] .
Our PProCoM analysis of the ilvY-ilvC intergenic region identified the presence of three 15-bp IR sequences (5′-TTGCA-n 5 -TGCAA-3′; see E. coli ilvY-ilvC intergenic region, the central positions of these predicted IR1, IR2 and IR3 motifs are located -65, -43 and -34 bp from the ilvC TSS, respectively (see Fig. 5 ).
The CynR regulatory system
CynR is a TF that regulates the transcription of the cynTSX operon, which is involved in cyanate detoxification. Cyanate is also used as a nitrogen source due to its hydrolysis to ammonia and bicarbonate [44] . This activation of the cynTSX operon by CynR depends on the presence of cyanate. CynR also negatively regulates its own transcription in a cyanate-independent manner [44] .
As in the case of the abovementioned LysR-type regulatory systems, the gene coding for the TF (cynR) and its regulatory TGs (cynTSX) are transcribed in opposite directions, and their corresponding promoters overlap [45, 46] . Using DNase I digestion analyses, Lamblin and Fuchs showed that CynR binds to a 60-bp region in the cynR-cynTSX intergenic region and proposed that this region contains two putative binding sites with different affinities [46] . The first of these regions, R1 (5′-ATAAG TAAA-3′), was proposed to have the highest binding affinity, whereas the second region, R2 (5′-ATAAGG TAA-3′), was proposed to overlap the entire cynR promoter sequence and the -35 promoter region of the cynTSX operon [45, 46] . These authors suggested that in a first instance, a CynR dimer could bind to R1 (i.e., the most conserved region), and in a second but almost simultaneous instance, another CynR dimer could bind to R2 in a strong cooperative manner. These authors also proposed that the transcriptional activation of the cynTSX operon takes place in the presence of cyanate, which was believed to trigger a conformational change in CynR, modifying its interaction with DNA [46] .
Our PProCoM analysis of the cynR-cynTSX intergenic region identified the presence of three 15-bp IR sequences (5′-ATAA-n 7 -TTAT-3′), including the sequences proposed by Lamblin and Fuchs (see Fig. 6 ). Considering the E. coli cynR-cynTSX intergenic region, the central positions of the predicted IR1, IR2 and IR3 motifs are located -66, -44 and -34 bp from the cynTSX TSS, respectively (see Fig. 6 ).
Group three: LysR
The group three is composed of one regulatory system with the TF, LysR. Our PProCoM analysis of this regulatory system identified three TFBSs in the lysR-lysA intergenic regulatory region (IR1, IR2 and IR3; Fig. 7 ). As observed in the groups one and two of the LysR-Type family, the transcriptional activation of the TG (lysA) occurs by the cooperative binding of two dimers, which recognize the IR1 and IR2 sites in the presence of a LysR inducer (i.e., diaminopimelic acid). The self-repression of the TF (lysR) occurs simultaneously because IR1 overlaps the TF promoter located on the opposite strand of the DNA (IR1 of Fig. 7 ). The main difference with respect to the regulatory system of the group two is that the second and third TFBSs do not overlap (IR2 and IR3; Fig. 7 ).
The LysR regulatory system
LysR is a TF that regulates the transcription of lysA, which encodes an enzyme that catalyzes the final step of lysine biosynthesis. LysR negatively regulates its own transcription and positively regulates the transcription of lysA in the presence of its inducer, diaminopimelic acid [47] [48] [49] .
As in the previous cases, the genes coding for the TF (lysR) and its regulatory TG (lysA) are transcribed in opposite directions. The TFBSs of LysR and their regulatory mechanism have not yet been identified. However, the LysR-binding sites have been determined to be within a 73-bp DNA fragment located 48 bp upstream of the lysA structural gene [48] . The intracellular concentration of active LysR could be limiting because its regulatory role is diminished when the abovementioned fragment is cloned on plasmids [48] . Based on experimental analyses, the lysR TSS has been predicted to be located 26 bp upstream of its structural gene [9] . However, a putative lysA promoter, with a -35 box (TTGcat) and a -10 box (TATTTT), has been predicted to be located 52 bp from the lysA coding region [50] . The corresponding TSS has been proposed to be located 3 bp downstream of the -10 box of the predicted promoter [50] .
Our PProCoM analysis of the lysR-lysA intergenic region identified the presence of three 15-bp IR sequences (5′-ATATC-n 5 -GATAT-3′, see Fig. 7 ). Considering the E. coli lysR-lysA intergenic region, the central positions of the predicted IR1, IR2 and IR3 motifs are located -64, -43 and -9 bp from the lysA TSS, respectively (see Fig. 7 ). Based on the positions of these predicted TFBSs, we postulate that the lysA TSS is located 22 bp upstream of its structural gene.
Discussion

Common sequence motifs of the TFBSs of the LysR-type TF family
Our systematic analyses of the six representative members of the LysR-Type family in Gammaproteobacteria using our PProCoM protocol allowed us to precisely identify their corresponding TFBSs and common characteristics, which are summarized in Fig. 8 . The genes coding for the TFs and their TGs are transcribed in divergent orientations. Their intergenic regions present two or three inverted repeated motifs, i.e., IR1, IR2 and IR3. Based on this figure, the IR sequences are clearly conserved in terms of their length and common inter-motif distances and also show similarities in their molecular regulatory mechanisms. In addition to these specific sequence conservations, the correct identification of the TFBSs of these LysR-type TFs enables us to identify conserved sequence similarities represented by the consensus sequence 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′, as shown in Fig. 9 . This consensus sequence can be considered an extended version of the T-n 11 -A "LysR motif", originally postulated by Goethals et al. and based on the analyses of the TFBSs of NodD in Azorhizobium and other members of the LysR-type family [51] . This relevant sequence conservation of the TFBS among members of the LysRtype family can be explained when considering that new genomes frequently acquire these TFs via horizontal gene transfer. Furthermore, these TFs evolved from a common ancestor, as evidenced by the conservation of similar sequences for the binding motifs and the similar molecular mechanisms that regulate the transcriptional responses to a variety of stimuli and functions, including metabolism, quorum sensing, motility and virulence, among others (reviewed in [52] ). From Fig. 9 , it can also be seen that the most common interspace size between the 5′-CTATA-3′ and 5′-TATAG-3′ monomer recognition motifs is 9 nucleotides. Minor variations of this length can be found; the largest variation was observed for IlvY, with an interspace of 11 nucleotides. Our PProCoM analyses show that this inter-monomer motif sequence has a high AT content to provide the DNA the flexibility required for proper TF-DNA recognition. A few variations to this 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′ consensus exist because they are required for the specific recognition of a TF by its corresponding TFBSs (see Figs. 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 and 7). Figure 9 also includes representative examples of other members of the LysR-type with experimentally characterized TFBSs. These TFBSs are consistent with our extended LysR motif consensus. For example, in the catRcatBC intergenic region of Pseudomonas putida, the distal TFBS of catBC, also known as the repressor-binding site, has an imperfect palindromic sequence 5′-tcAgA-n 9 -TATgG-3′ (note the underlined g nucleotide) that resembles our extended LysR motif, 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′. Site-directed mutagenesis of G➔T in the fourth nucleotide of this motif created a sequence most similar to the consensus and resulted in increased binding of the CatR and increased the transcription level of the catBC operon. However, substitutions of the first A➔T in the same 5′-tcAgA-n 9 -TATgG-3′ TFBS (note the underlined A nucleotide) made this sequence less similar to the consensus and resulted in decreased binding of CatR, with concomitantly decreased transcription of the catBC operon [53] . Our second example corresponds to the OccR regulatory system in Agrobacterium tumefaciens. By cloning discrete regions of the occR-occQ intergenic region and characterizing them using DNase I footprinting and gel mobility shift assays, Wang et al. defined five binding sites of OccR and their relative affinities [54, 55] . Sites 1 and 2 formed an IR located -33 bp from the occQ TSS and corresponded to the IR3 site of the IRs used in this work. Fig. 8 Architecture of the TFBSs of the LysR-type TF family in Gammaproteobacteria revealed by PProCoM analysis. A common characteristic of the members of the LysR-type family in Gammaproteobacteria is that their coding genes and corresponding target genes are transcribed in divergent orientations, and their intergenic regions present two or three inverted repeated motifs, IR1, IR2 and IR3. The architecture of the intergenic regions of the six TFs analyzed in our study is summarized. Clear conservations of motif length and inter-motif distance suggest that there are similarities in their molecular regulatory mechanisms Fig. 9 Consensus sequence for the TFBSs of the LysR-type TF family. The T-n 11 -A motif was originally proposed by Goethals et al. [51] as the consensus sequence recognized by members of the LysR-type family. Considering the results of our PProCoM analysis of the TFBSs of six representative members of this family in Gammaproteobacteria, we defined a new and extended version of this motif: 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′. Additionally, examples of the sequence consensus of the TFBSs of other members of the LysR-type family that have been experimentally verified are also shown and include the distal TFBSs of CatR of the Gammaproteobacteria Pseudomonas putida [53] , OccR of the Alphaproteobacteria Agrobacterium tumefaciens [53, 54] and PcaQ of the Alphaproteobacteria Sinorhizobium meliloti [56] . Dots within the inter-motif sequences were used to align the conserved nucleotides of the consensus sequences Sites 4 and 5 form another IR located -64 bp from the occQ TSS, corresponding to IR1, the site with the greatest affinity for OccR. Sites 3 and 2 form an IR that corresponds with IR2, i.e., the site with the least affinity of the three IRs of the system [54] . The replacement of IR3 with IR1, i.e., the IR with the greatest affinity, resulted in an enhanced binding of OccR and a greater transcription repression of the occQ TG [55] . OccR only binds IR2, i.e., the IR with the smaller affinity, in a cooperative dependent manner in the presence of the system inducer, octopine [55] . Nevertheless, the replacement of IR2 with IR1, i.e., the IR with the greatest affinity, resulted in a partial octopine-independent binding of OccR to this site [55] . Finally, our third example corresponds to the pcaQpcaMNVWX intergenic region in Sinorhizobium meliloti. Based on site-directed mutagenesis, McLean et al. proposed that the PcaQ-binding site corresponded to the sequence 5′-ATAaccgggggatTAT-3′ which central position is located 65.5 bp upstream of the structural gene (see Fig. 9 ). Relevant changes in the nucleotides for TF recognition in our 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′ consensus resulted in decreased transcriptional activation of the target pcaMNVWX operon in the presence of its inducer [56] . These mutations involved the A➔G changes at the underlined nucleotides of the sequence 5′-ATA-n 10 -TAT-3′, generating the sequences 5′-GTA-n 10 -TAT-3′, 5′-ATGn 10 -TAT-3′ and 5′-ATA-n 10 -TGT-3′ [56] .
Dynamic models of regulation
In addition to a static description of the TFBSs identified by our PProCoM analyses, dynamic models of regulation for each one of our systems can be elucidated based on the characteristics of the elements of the regulatory system, which are as follows:
1) The intergenic sequences of the regulatory systems of group one (metR-metE and gcvA-gcvB), contained two IR motifs, whilst the regulatory systems of group two (oxyR-oxyS, ilvY-ilvC, and cynR-cynT) and group three (lysR-lysA) contained three IR motifs. In all these cases, the IR motifs show different sequence conservation, and thus, different affinity. In group one, IR1 is the most conserved, and IR2 is the least conserved motif. In groups two and three, IR1 and IR3 are the most conserved, and IR2 is the least conserved motif. 2) All the TFs analyzed; GcvA, MetR, OxyR, IlvY, CynR and LysR, adopt two different conformations depending on the presence or absence of their corresponding inducers: glycine, homocysteine, reactive oxygen species, acetolactate, cyanate and diaminopimelic acid, respectively. 3) Without the system inducers, the TFs bind as dimers, preferentially to IR1, in the case of group one, and to IR1 and IR3, in the case of groups two and three. In accordance with this binding, footprinting assays with LysR family members show a hypersensitive region 50 bp upstream of the TSS of IlvY [42, 43] , CynR [46] , OccR [54, 57] . Similar results have been observed in studies with other regulatory TFs of the LysR family such as ClcR [58] , CatR [58] and PcaQ [59] . In the case of CynR, this hypersensitive region corresponds to the region where the DNA curves with the binding of CynR [46] . 4) In the presence of the system inducers, the TFs bind DNA as dimers of dimers in a cooperative manner. Only through this cooperative binding the TFs can recognize IR2, the less conserved of the TFBSs. This kind of binding for members of the LysR TF family has been demonstrated by footprinting assays [18, 29, 34, 40, 42, 43, 54, 57] and site directed mutagenesis analysis [21, 29, 34, 40, [53] [54] [55] [56] . As a consequence of this binding, the hypersensitive DNA regions located around -50 bp upstream the TSSs markedly decrease. In addition, it has been shown that altering the distance between IR1 and IR2 reduces the cooperative binding of the TFs [40, 54, 57] . 5) A TFs acts as transcription repressor or activator of the TF or TG genes depending on the position of the IR to which it binds. 6) The IR1 motifs are downstream or overlap the -10 box of the TF promoters, therefore, the auto-repression of transcription takes place when the TFs are bound to IR1 sites. 7) The IR2 motifs overlap the TFs promoters and are also immediately downstream of the -35 box of the TGs promoters, therefore, a TF bound to IR2 represses the TF transcription and activates the TG transcription. 8) In the case of group two, the IR3 motif overlaps the TF and TG promoters, hence, a TF bound to this site simultaneously blocks the transcription of the TF and TG genes. In the case of group three, the IR3 motif only overlaps the TG promoter, accordingly, a TF bound to this site exclusively blocks TF transcription. 9) In addition to the above-mentioned regulatory outcomes, it is worth mentioning that in the case of group two, the IR2 and IR3 sites overlap, therefore, the binding of TFs to these sites are mutually exclusive. In the absence of the system inducers, the TFs would preferentially bind IR3 since this site has greater sequence conservation than IR2; nevertheless, in the presence of the system inducers, the TFs would bind cooperatively as a dimer of dimers to IR1 and IR2. In this case, the binding of the TFs to IR2 would have two positive effects on TG transcription; directly by its interaction with the RNA polymerase, and indirectly, by blocking the binding of the TFs to IR3, an event that otherwise would repress TF transcription.
Representative regulatory models of the LysR-type TF family in Gammaproteobacteria revealed by PProCoM analyses
In addition to the sequence motifs identified in the TFBSs of the members of the LysR-type TF family, our regulatory model also includes the effects of TF binding on the DNA curvature. These effects have also been reported for several TFs, such as GcvA [18] , MetR [30] , OxyR [40] , IlvY [42] , CynR [46] , LysR [52] , CysB [60] , CatR [53] , ClcR [58] , and OccR [57] . In the above-mentioned regulatory systems, based on DNase footprinting analyses, it has been reported that in the absence of system inducers, TFs bind to long regions of DNA. Conversely, in the presence of inducers, the protected area of the DNA in the footprinting analyses significantly decreases. For example, in absence of the inducer, OccR protects a region of approximately 60 bp, resulting in DNA with a curvature angle of 62°, showing hypersensitive regions around the -50 position [61] . In the presence of the inducer, the angle decreases to 46°, shortening the length of protected DNA in the DNase footprinting assay to 50 bp, decreases the hypersensitive region [57, 61] . Toledano et al. proposed that this reduction in the length of protected DNA was caused by the rearrangement of the dimers of dimers of the TFs. In the absence of inducers, dimers bind to distal sites, e.g., IR1 and IR3. A single turn of the separation between the two dimers causes a bend in the DNA and, consequently, the inhibition of the transcription of divergent transcription units [40] . A similar regulatory model was proposed by Wang and Winans in the occR-occQ regulatory system [57] . The results obtained with our PProCoM protocol, summarized as our 5′-CTATA-n 9 -TATAG-3′ extended LysR-type TFBS motif consensus (Fig. 9) and schematized in our model (Fig. 10 ), are consistent with the observations on DNA curvature available in the literature.
Potential use of PProCoM to identify TFBSs of other regulatory systems different to those of the LysR-Family
Our PProCoM protocol can be used to identify TFBSs of almost any bacterial regulatory system if the characteristics of their TFs are considered. For example, in addition to of the LysR regulatory system, we currently conduct a study to identify the binding sites of the TF members of the AraC/XylS family [62] . These TFs usually bind DNA as dimers to repeated direct asymmetric contiguous TFBSs, being the distal one the most conserved site and proximal site the less conserved. The problem in identifying TFBS of the AraC/XylS family is the low conservation and asymmetry of these proximal TFBSs. Nevertheless, we believe that PProCoM is particularly useful identifying such low conserved binding sites since its accuracy does not exclusively depend on the sequence conservation of the TFBSs, but on the molecular properties of the TFs and their interactions between themselves, with the DNA and with the DNA polymerase. Regarding the use our PProCoM protocol for identifying TFBSs in eukaryotic organisms with small intergenic regions, such as yeast, we consider the possibility of obtaining positive results as obtained so far in prokaryotic organisms. Currently we perform site directed mutagenesis and transcriptional quantification of our regulatory systems for experimental verification of our theoretical predictions.
Conclusions
PProCoM represents an unconventional multiple motif alignment representing a set of consensus sequences of increasing length, which are arranged according to reference nucleotide intergenic region -E. coli sequences in our examples (Figs. 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 and 7). This strategy enables the merging of the represented motifs (with significant E-values) with less conserved motifs that play important roles in dynamic transcription regulation systems. These less conserved motifs have generally not been identified or included in previous studies, even in cases with experimental analyses, such as DNase footprinting analysis. Our PProCoM analysis of six members of the LysR-type TF family have made evident the high relevance of the less conserved motifs in the intergenic regions of their regulatory sequences. This approach enables the comprehension of the homodimeric nature of these TFs and provides a more integrated and complete picture of their regulatory processes.
Methods
In general, our computational PProCoM protocol is an extension of phylogenetic footprinting analysis [5] . Briefly, different consensus motifs are obtained using analysis windows with different incremental sizes that are then aligned to build a profile of consensus motifs. This use of windows of different sizes allows for the identification of the most represented (i.e., most significant) sequence motifs and includes other less represented (i.e., less significant) motifs that are nevertheless of equal importance. The fundamental computational steps of our approach are illustrated in Fig. 11 and are described as follows.
Retrieval of orthologous non-coding regulatory sequences of non-redundant organisms
To avoid bias introduced by the sequencing of preferential model organisms, non-redundant genomes were selected from the KEGG database (release 2015) based on their phylogenetic distances, which were evaluated using the PROTDIST program [63] from a multiple alignment of concatenated sequences of a set of 31 "house-keeping" proteins defined by Ciccarelli et al. [64] (see Fig. 11 ). The phylogenetic group considered in our study was Gammaproteobacteria. Orthologous genes were defined using "bidirectional best hits" criteria [65] in BLAST [66] . Only intergenic regions with greater length to 10 nucleotides were considered. 150 intergenic regions were considered for analysis. The list of these organisms is presented in Additional file 1: Table S1 .
Obtaining the profile of significantly over-represented motifs from phylogenetic footprinting analysis
Over-represented motifs in each orthologous set of regulatory regions were obtained using the Multiple EM for Motif Elicitation (MEME) program [67] considering the following parameter values: a) Length of the analysis window. Although MEME can automatically set the size of the analysis window to define the value at which over-representation of a motif is most significant, in our PProCoM protocol, the MEME analysis was repeatedly performed using analysis windows of different sizes, from the smallest, 10 bp, to the largest, 100 bp, in increments of 2 bp per cycle, or in the case that the results of the analysis remains unchanged despite the increment of the two pair bases. The sizes of the analysis windows were defined using the -w argument of MEME. In addition, we also include the result of a MEME analysis without forcing the a) b) c) Fig. 10 Representative regulatory models of the LysR-type TF family in Gammaproteobacteria revealed by PProCoM analyses. a A typical architecture of the regulatory regions of these TFs is the presence of three IR sequences, represented by blue (IR1), green (IR2) and red (IR3) boxes. Some regulatory systems, such as those of our first analysis group, GcvA and MetR, lack the third IR element. b Because the sequence affinities of IR1 and IR3 (observed as sequence conservation of the motifs) are greater than the one for IR2, in the absence of the inducer, the TF of the system only binds to the IR1 and IR3 sites. The positions of IR1 and IR3 are critical for the transcriptional repression of divergent systems. IR1 overlaps the TF promoter, while IR3 overlaps the TF and the TG promoters. c In the presence of the system inducer, the TF dimer can bind cooperatively to a less conserved and less affine IR in the system, i.e., IR2. A remarkable characteristic of several regulatory systems in this family is that IR2 partially overlaps IR3; therefore, a first consequence of the binding of the TF to IR2 is the steric displacement of the TF that was bound to IR3, resulting in TG transcription repression. In addition to this de-repression effect, a second effect of the binding of the TF to IR2 is direct transcriptional activation of the TG due to the position of IR2 immediately upstream of the -35 promoter box of the TG, where the TF interacts with the RNAP. Figure modified from [57] size of the analysis window. In Figs. 2, 3 ,4, 5, 6 and 7, these motifs are indicated as dm (default motif without forcing the size of the analysis window). b) E-value of the motifs. Unlike most computational methods that use the E-value to define a motif as significant, in our PProCoM protocol, the E-value is considered as one, among other different criteria, for the selection of significant motifs. The above consideration is because the E-value of a motif might vary depending on the affinity of the TFBSs (high or low), the size of the analysis window, the number of sequences analyzed and on the phylogenetic distances between the organisms in the study. Nevertheless, as a first filter to define a motif as significant, the E-value was set to 1e-6 using the -evt argument of MEME. Figures 2, 3 , 4, 5, 6 and 7 include the E-values obtained for each of the analysis window of our six regulatory systems. In all these cases, the E-values were statistically significant (E-values < 1e-20). c) Number of motifs identified. To build the PProCoM profile, only the most significant motif is considered per analysis window. This was specified setting the -nmotifs argument of MEME to 1. d) Motif symmetry. Considering that some homodimeric TFs, as those of the LysR-family, recognize palindromic DNA sequences, the -pal argument of MEME was used to force this symmetry in the identified motifs. e) Distribution of motifs. To specify that the distribution of the motifs to be found by MEME in the set of regulatory sequences corresponded to zero or one per sequence, the -mod argument of MEME was set to zoops. f ) Background Markov model. In order to avoid the bias originated by the unbalance distribution of the nucleotides (i.e. low or high %GC) in the regulatory sequences, we build a Markov model file for each one of our six regulatory systems. The names of these files were specified using the -bfile argument of MEME. g) Alphabet of the sequences. The -dna argument of MEME was used to specify the nature of the nucleotide sequences used in our study.
Mapping the significant motifs onto a reference sequence
To identify the relative positions of the different motifs identified in the previous steps of our protocol, every motif was mapped to a reference intergenic region of a model organism. In our case, we selected E. coli K12 because it is one of the best-characterized organisms among the Gammaproteobacteria. As a result of this mapping step, a PProCoM was obtained. 
